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Abstract

Advances in storage management and visualization tools have expanded the
frontiers of traditional 2D domains like GIS to 3Dimensions. Recent propos-
als such as CityGML and associated gateways bridge a long-standing gap
between the terrestrial models from the GIS and the CAD/CAM worlds and
shift the focus from 2D to 3D. As a result, efficient and scalable techniques for
storage, validation and query of 3D models will become a key to terrestrial
data management. In this paper, we focus on the problem of validation of
3D geometries. First we present Oracle’s data model for storing 3D geome-
tries (following the general OGC/ISO GML3 specifications). Then, we define
more specific and refined rules for valid geometries in this model. We show
that the solid representation is simpler and easier to validate than the GML
model but still retains the representative power. Finally, we present explicit
examples of valid and invalid geometries. This work should make it to easy
to conceptualize valid and invalid 3D geometries.

2.1 Introduction

The combination of civil engineering surveying equipment, GPS, laser scan-
ning and aerial and satellite remote sensing coupled with strong spatial re-
search has enabled the growth and success of the GIS industry. These indus-
tries typically cater to a wide variety of application-specific databases includ-
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ing cadastral databases for property/land management, and utility manage-
ment in addition to popular location-based searching [G84, BKSS90, BDA04,
MTP04, MA05] and services [J04, YS05]. Cadastral and Census databases
typically maintain exact geometry boundaries for personal properties or ad-
ministrative boundaries. For example, most countries in the European Union
including the Netherlands maintain exact boundaries of properties and use
that information for better visualization, property tax calculation etc. The
United States Census Bureau maintains the database of exact geometrical
shapes for various entities in different levels of the administrative hierarchy.
The hierarchy consists of census blocks, block-groups, cities, counties, states
etc. In most of these GIS applications, the data is represented using 2Di-
mensional geometries and stored inside a spatial database. The databases
can be quite huge storing up to tens and hundreds of millions of spatial ge-
ometries. These geometries are typically stored, managed and queried using
efficient processing techniques developed in the spatial and database research
community [A94, BKSS90, BKS94, DE04, G84, S89].

Till recently, 3D research has been primarily confined to the graphics,
CAD/CAM, gaming, virtual reality and computational geometry communi-
ties [FD97, SE02]. The rapid strides in scanner equipment and the declin-
ing costs of the same in recent years has generated renewed enthusiasm in
3D data management in various fields like GIS, CAD/CAM, medical and
city modeling. Recent proposals such as CityGML [KGP05, OGC06C] bridge
a long-standing gap between the terrestrial models from the GIS and the
CAD/CAM worlds and shift the focus from 2D to 3D. As a consequence,
more and more city departments are planning to utilize 3D models for stor-
ing building footprint information for city records databases. Figure 1 shows
one such example of a 3D model for the city of Berlin.

Fig. 2.1 3D Model for the Buildings part in the City of Berlin (courtesy data from
the www.citygml.org and LandXplorer visualization tool)
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The renewed interest on the acquisition and storage of 3D data in the
GIS industry and city departments is likely to result in large amounts of 3D
information in the near future. As a result, efficient and scalable techniques
for storage and querying of 3D models will be essential to scalable terrestrial
data management. To address this need, Oracle Spatial [KAE04] enhanced its
SDO GEOMETRY data type to store 3D data and created additional func-
tionality for the efficient storage, query and management of such 3D data
inside the database. One important piece of successful data models is ”val-
idation” which verifies whether or not the data generated by third parties,
say, a city department, conforms to the data model supported. Validation
is an essential and important component of 3D data modeling and enables
subsequent operations on valid data to run correctly and efficiently (without
the need to check for validity). Standardization organizations such as ISO
and OGC have tried to give unambiguous and complete definitions of valid
geometric primitives. But as it was already pointed out in [OT03] and [OT04]
it turns out that the standards are not unambiguous and complete even in
the 2D case of polygons. It should further be noted that ISO [ISO03] provide
abstract descriptions, but not a detailed implementation specification en-
abling system interoperability. This aspect has been provided by OGC/ISO in
[OGC99, OGC06a, OGC06b]. It is interesting to note that OGC did improve
their definition [OGC06a] of a valid polygon in 2D by adding the condition
that the outer boundary must have a counter clockwise orientation compared
to the previous definition [OGC99]. What is still missing is a good treatment
of tolerance values (also noted in [OT04]), which somehow is implied in the
used terms such as spikes and also needed in a final digital machine to decide
if two rings of a polygon do touch. Further different vendors of geo-DBMSs
did also have different interpretations of a valid polygon, both compared to
each other and to the ISO and OGC standards (again see [OT04]). However
it must be stated that in the meantime also the producers did take notice of
this issue and significant improvements have been noticed (though a system-
atic benchmark has not been repeated). For 3D geometric primitives there is
an abstract ISO specification (again [ISO03]), but this is not the needed im-
plementation specification. In [ASO05] a proposal was made to extend Oracle
Spatial with a polyhedron primitive. Despite the fact that much attention was
paid to the validation of this primitive, this paper did have some limitations.
For example, it was stated that every edge in a valid polyhedron must exactly
be used two times, but in this paper we will show that also valid cases exits
where an edge is used four (or higher even number) times. Also the paper
did focus on a single polyhedron (called in ISO terms ’simple solid’), and did
not discuss composite and multi solids. In this paper a more complete set
of validation rules are given for the complete set of 3D geometric primitives.
Also this paper gives more illustrations of valid and invalid polyhedrons (sim-
ple solids), illustrating that quite complicated configurations are possible for
which it is not easy to decide whether the primitive is valid.
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One could wonder if the subject of valid or invalid solids has not been
treated within CAD, with its long-standing 3D basis. There one has to dis-
tinguish between the different type of CAD models: voxels, CSG (constructive
solid geometry) and boundary representation using (curved) surfaces [M97].
Only the boundary representations are comparable to the discussion of valid
solids. However, within CAD the focus is more on the shape of the (curved)
boundary, than on the validness of the solid object. Most CAD systems work
with CSG and form complex objects from primitive objects. Validity of the
resulting objects is typically assumed (due to the underlying nature of the
primitives). In practical GIS applications, Boundary representation is more
natural. The OGC’s GML defines solids in a boundary-representation format
[GML03]. GML also allows composite solids to mimic CAD world’s conve-
nience of making complex man-made objects. Oracle’s model closely follows
OGC’s specifications in both aspects. In this paper, we illustrate how the
Oracle 3D model compares with the GML definitions and present explicit
validation rules for checking for validity in a practical implementation. This
paper will also help in shedding more light on the valid geometry definitions
of GML by providing explicit examples of valid and invalid geometries.

Section 2 defines the data model for storing 3D geometries in Oracle. Sec-
tion 3 describes rules for determining ’structurally-valid’ polygons and sur-
faces. Note that the definition of polygons is quite similar to those in GML.
However, the contribution of that section is Lemma 1 (which can be converted
to an algorithm) to prove that polygons with inner rings can be converted
to composite surfaces without inner rings. Besides, this section also forms
the basis for solid modeling. Section 4 describes solid modeling in Oracle
using either ’simple solids’ or ’composite solids’ and how these differ from
the standard definitions in GML. This section also establishes that simpler
representations using simple solids without inner rings in faces (or the equiv-
alent composite solids) are sufficient to model 3D geometries (as long as
they don’t have arcs and parametric curves). By adopting this paradigm (of
simple solids) for storing solids, much complexity is avoided and validation
algorithms are simplified. Section 5 describes validation rules and examples
for collection geometries. The final section discusses the implementation de-
tails of these rules (with pointers to the full report) and concludes the paper
with pointers for future research.

2.2 3D Geometry in Oracle Spatial

The SDO Geometry data type for storing 3D data in Oracle has the class
structure depicted in Figure 2. The SDO GEOMETRY is represented by
an array of one or more elements. The element array can be used to repre-
sent a point, linestring, surface, solid, or collection (heterogeneous collection
or homogenous collection such as multi-point, multi-curve, multi-surface, or
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multi-solid). Two or more points form a line-string. A closed line-string is
called a ring. One or more rings (1 outer and 0 or more inner rings) within
the same plane form a polygon [OT04]. One or more polygons form a surface
(called a composite if consisting of more than 1 polygon and the surface is
connected via shared parts of edges). Two or more outer rings of a composite
surface can be on the same or different planes. One outer surface and 0 or
more inner surfaces (represented as 1 or more in Figure 2) surfaces form a
simple solid (Ssolid in Figure 2) if all the involved surfaces bound a closed vol-
ume. One or more adjacent (sharing at least a 2D part of a face) simple solids
form a composite solid (referred to as CSolid in Figure 2). As we will show in
the next sections, any composite solid can be represented as simple solid by
removing the shared polygons. Composite solid is however very convenient
from the user’s perspective and part of the ISO standard [ISO03]. The collec-
tion types are formed as one or more elements of the appropriate type (e.g.,
one or more points form a multi-point, one or more solids form a multi-solid
etc.). Note that the elements of the multi-X (X=surface, or solid) are either
disjoint or touching via lower dimensional shared part of their boundary.

Buildings and other architectural elements of city models will likely be rep-
resented using simple solids (Ssolids in Figure 2), composite solids (CSolids
in Figure 2), multi-solids or collection-type geometries. In this paper, we
mainly focus on these types of ’complex’ geometries (and do not discuss
the rest of the simpler types as they are simple extensions of the 2Dimen-
sional counterparts). The above SDO GEOMETRY is realized as an imple-
mentation object type called SDO GEOMETRY in the Oracle database.
This object has attributes such as SDO GTYPE, SDO ELEM INFO and
SDO ORDINATES. The SDO GTYPE specifies the type for the geometry.
The SDO ORDINATES stores the ordinates of the vertices of the geometry.
The SDO ELEM INFO is an array of element descriptors each describing how
to connect the ordinates stored in the SDO ORDINATES field. The following
SQL shows the constructor for a Composite surface geometry composed of two
(axis-aligned) rectangle polygons. More examples of the SDO GEOMETRY
type with additional examples can be found in Appendix B.

SDO_GEOMETRY (

3003, -- SDO_GTYPE: 3Dimensional surface type geometry

NULL, NULL, -- SDO_SRID for coordinate system ID

SDO_ELEM_INFO_ARRAY( -- SDO_ELEM_INFO constructor

1, -- starting offset for element

1006, -- Element type is a COMPOSITE SURFACE

2, -- Number of primitive polygon elements making up

-- the composite surface

1, -- starting offset of first polygon of Composite

-- surface

1003, -- Polygon element type

3, -- Axis-aligned rectangle specified by two corners

7, -- starting offset of second polygon of Composite
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-- surface

1003, -- Polygon element type

3 -- Axis-aligned rectangle specified by two corners,

)

SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY ( -- Constructor for SDO_ORDINATES:

-- Store the actual ordinates of the vertices

2,0,2, -- 1st corner or 1st axis-aligned rect. polygon

4,2,2, -- 2nd corner of 1st axis-aligned rect. polygon

2,0,2, -- 1st corner of 2nd axis-aligned rect. polygon

4,0,4 -- 2nd corner of 2nd axis-aligned rect. polygon

)

)

Note that the class structure of Figure 2 closely follows the class structure
for 3D geometries in GML 3.1.1 [GML03] but with a notable restriction: arcs
and parametric curves are not currently supported in the SDO Geometry.
The validation rules and algorithms described in this paper work even when
arcs are incorporated into the data model.

Fig. 2.2 The Class structure for the SDO GEOMETRY data type

In the next sections, we describe how surfaces, solids and collections are
defined in Oracle and present specific validation rules with appropriate ex-
amples. We skip points and lines as for these types the validation rules are
no different than their 2D counterparts, they are relatively trivial, and there
is not much ambiguity in the OGC/ISO standards (no repeated notes, no
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self intersection of edges). The only tricky part is the treatment of tolerance
values (needed to decide if there is indeed an intersection or equal node), but
this will be discussed for surfaces.

2.3 Surfaces

In this section surfaces and their validation rules are discussed, as the closed
surfaces are the building block for defining solids (outer and possible inner
boundaries). First the ring is discussed, the simple surfaces (polygon) and
finally the composite surface. This section does not present new validation
rules but it presents the concepts and proves an important lemma needed for
the next section on solid modeling.

2.3.1 Rings

Based on our interpretation of the ring definition in OGC/ISO GML3, a ring
can be defined as a closed string of connected non-intersecting lines that lie
in the same plane. A ring R is typically specified as the sequence of n+1
vertices R =< V1,V2, . . . ,Vn,V1 > where the first and the (n + 1)th vertex are
the same (to make the ring closed). All other vertices are distinct. Each pair
< Vi,Vi+1 > represents a directed edge connecting the vertex Vi to Vi+1. Also
note that no two edges of the ring can intersect (no self intersection). The
only exception is the first edge < V1,V2 > and the last edge < Vn,V1 > can
touch at the vertex V1.

Validation Rules for a Ring:

• Closedness Test: The first and last vertices of the ring are identical.
• Planarity Test: All vertices of the ring are on the same plane (within a

planarity-tolerance error).
• Non-intersection of edges: If edge ei connects vertex < Vi,Vi+1 > and

edge e j connects < e j,e j+1 >, ei and e j have the following properties:

– If ( j = i+1 mod n), then ei and e j only touch at vertex Vj

– Otherwise, ei and e j do not intersect.

• Distinct Vertex Test: Adjacent vertices Vi, Vi+1 should not represent
the same point in space. Vi, Vi+1 are considered to duplicates of the
same point if the distance between Vi, and Vi+1 is less than a tolerance
error.
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Note that the planarity tolerance discussed in bullet 2 and tolerance in
bullet 4 are different. These tolerance values ensure that spikes and other
degenerate cases are invalidated. Note that due to the tolerance also spikes
to the inside and outside are not allowed (in [OT04] spikes to the inside were
allowed, but not to the outside, which was a bit asymmetric).

2.3.2 Polygon in GML

In GML [GML03], a Polygon is a planar Surface defined by one exterior
boundary and zero or more interior boundaries. Each interior boundary de-
fines a hole in the Polygon. GML has the following assertions for Polygons
(the rules that define valid Polygons):

a) Polygons are topologically closed.
b) The boundary of a Polygon consists of a set of LinearRings that make up

its exterior and interior boundaries.
c) No two Rings in the boundary cross and the Rings in the boundary of a

Polygon may intersect at a Point but only as a tangent.
d) Polygon may not have cut lines, spikes or punctures.
e) The interior of every Polygon is a connected point set.

The exterior of a Polygon with one or more holes is not connected. Each
hole defines a connected component of the exterior.

Simple Surface, Polygon in Oracle

A polygon P in Oracle strictly adheres to the definition in GML (nothing new
here). It is defined as a single contiguous area in a planar space bounded by
one outer (or exterior) ring PRe as the exterior boundary and zero or more
(interior) rings PRi1, . . . ,PRik which are interior to the outer ring and non-
overlapping with one another. The inner rings should be oriented in opposite
direction as the outer ring. The outer ring itself can always be oriented in
any manner. In addition to the mentioned assertions for polygons in GML,
we also add the implicitly mentioned co-planarity of points.

Validation Rules for a Polygon:

The rules for polygons can be listed as follows.

• Validity of Rings: The rings in a polygon are valid (satisfy closedness,
planarity, No Self-intersection tests, and distinct vertex).

• Co-planarity of Rings: Since the polygon defines an area in a plane,
all rings are on the same plane (within tolerance).
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• Proper orientation: The inner rings (if any) must have the opposite
orientation compared to the outer ring.

• Single Contiguous Area: Together the outer ring and the interior rings
define a single area. This means the inner rings cannot partition the
polygon into disjoint areas.

• Non-overlapping inner rings: Inner rings cannot overlap (tolerance)
with each other but may touch at a point (under the single contiguous
area condition).

• Inner-outer disjointedness: Every inner-ring must be inside outer-
ring and can only touch (tolerance) at a single point (under the single
contiguous area condition).

Note that for 2Dimensional data, Oracle required that the vertices of the
outer ring be specified in counterclockwise direction and those of the interior
rings in clockwise direction. Such orientation restrictions are not needed for
polygons and surface geometries (only the fact that the inner boundaries have
opposite orientation compared to the outer boundary). Orientation becomes
more important when these polygons/surfaces become components in a solid
geometry. Modeling the polygon on the 3D ellipsoid is difficult (co-planarity
may not be enforced as points on ellipsoidal surface are not on the same
plane) and is not discussed here.

Fig. 2.3 Example of a 3D polygon

2.3.3 Composite Surface

A composite surface is a contiguous area formed as a composition of M non-
overlapping polygons. Note that the polygons may or may not be in the same
plane. GML does not give any explicit rules here.
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Validation Rules for Composite Surfaces:

The validation rules that we propose for composite surface are as follows.

• Validity of Polygons: Each of the M polygons has to be a valid polygon.
• Non-overlapping but edge-sharing nature: Any two polygons Pi and

Pj should not overlap, i.e. if Pi and Pj are in the same plane, the area of
intersection of the two polygons has to be zero. However, two polygons
may touch (tolerance) in a (part of a) line/edge.

• Contiguous area: Every polygon in the composite should be reachable
from any other polygon by appropriate tracing of the shared (parts of)
edges.

Fig. 2.4 Left: Valid composite-surface. Right: Invalid composite-surface: Not a single
contiguous area. Right can be modeled as a homogenous (multi-surface) or heteroge-
neous collection

Decomposition of a Polygon with inner rings into a Composite

Surface

Lemma 1: Any polygon P with an outer ring Po and (non-overlapping) inner
rings Pi1, . . . ,Pin can always be decomposed into a composite surface S where
each polygon has no inner rings with the following characteristics:

• Every edge/vertex in P is an edge in one of the polygons of S.
• Area(P) = Union of Area(Q) for all Q in S.
• No polygon of S has an inner ring
• Every edge in S

– Either belongs to P and is traversed only once in S

– Or is an edge inside the outer ring Po and is traversed twice.

Proof: see Appendix A.
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2.4 Solids

GML and ISO define specific representations for solids. Oracle’s definition of
the solid is quite equivalent except that it does not allow arcs and parametric
curves in the solid specification. The GML definition of a solid is as follows
[GML03]:

The extent of a solid is defined by the boundary surfaces (shells). A shell
is represented by a composite surface, where every shell is used to represent a
single connected component of the boundary of a solid. It consists of a com-
posite surface (a list of orientable surfaces) connected in a topological cycle
(an object whose boundary is empty). Unlike a Ring, a shell’s elements have
no natural sort order. Like Rings, shells are simple. The element ‘exterior’
specifies the outer boundary of the solid. Boundaries of solids are similar to
surface boundaries. In normal 3Dimensional Euclidean space, one (compos-
ite) surface is distinguished as the exterior. In the more general case, this is
not always possible. The element ‘interior’ specifies the inner boundary of the
solid. Boundaries of solids are similar to surface boundaries.

In this paper, we will only focus on solid modeling in Euclidean spaces
and restrict our attention to solids without arcs and parametric curves. Ora-
cle supports two types of solids: a simple solid, and a composite solid. Both
representations are equivalent but a composite solid may be more conve-
nient to form for the user. Further composite solids are also required by the
OGC/ISO standards.

One problem with this definition is: it allows inner rings in a polygon of a
composite surface. Consider a solid such as that in the following figure that
has an inner ring on its top surface. Is this solid, valid or invalid? The answer
depends on whether the inner ring in the top surface is complemented with
inner walls too as shown in the subsequent figure.

Fig. 2.5 Is the white inner ring an empty surface-patch on the solid, not matched
with other faces as shown on the left side? (In that case, the solid is not valid.) Or
does it connect to other ’inner’ faces in which case it could become valid as shown on
the right side
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Oracle offers a simpler representation: all polygons only have an outer
ring but no inner ring (thus avoiding unnecessary computation). It turns out
that this simpler representation does not lose any power (i.e. can represent
any solid with polygons that have inner rings). Oracle supports two variants,
simple solids and composite solids, that both exhibit this property.

2.4.1 Simple Solids in Oracle

In Oracle, a simple solid is defined as a ‘Single Volume’ bounded on the ex-
terior by one exterior composite surface and on the interior by zero or more
interior composite surfaces. To demarcate the interior of the solid from the
exterior, the polygons of the boundary are oriented such that their normal
vector always point ‘outward’ from the solid. In addition, each polygon of the
composite surfaces has only an outer ring but no inner ring. (This is a restric-
tion compared to the GML definitions, but without loosing any expression
power).

Validation Rules for Simple Solids:

Based on these above definitions, we can define the rules/tests for validation
of solids (again all operations are using tolerance values):

• Single Volume check: The volume should be contiguous.

– Closedness test: The boundary has to be closed. [Z00] show that
the vector sum of the edges in the boundary traversal should be zero
(i.e. every edge on the boundary needs to be traversed even number
of times: note that some implementations check for just 2 times but
that may disallow some valid solids as shown in Figure 9). Necessary
condition but not sufficient (Figure 11 left, Figure 12 left, Figure 13
left are invalid)

– Connectedness test: For sufficiency, volume has to be connected.
(Figure 11 right, Figure 12 right, Figure 13 right are valid). This
means each component (surface, solid) of the solid should be reachable
from any other component.

• Inner-outer check:

– Every surface marked as an inner boundary should be ’inside’ the
solid defined by the exterior boundary.

– Inner boundaries may never intersect, but only touch under the con-
dition that the solid remains connected (see above)

• Orientation check: The polygons in the surfaces are always oriented
such that the normals of the polygons point outward from the solid that
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they bound. Normal of a planar surface is defined by the right-hand
thumb rule (if the fingers of the right hand curl in the direction of the
sequence of the vertices, the thumb points in the direction of the normal).
The volume bounded by exterior boundary is computed as positive value
if every face is oriented such that each normal is pointing away from
the solid due to the Green’s Theorem. Similarly, the volume bounded
by interior boundary is computed as negative value. If each exterior and
interior boundary obeys this rule and they pass connectedness test as
well, then this check is passed.

• Element-check: Every specified surface is a valid surface.
• No-inner-ring in polygons: In the composite surfaces of a solid, no

inner rings are allowed.

A solid cannot have polygons that overlap. Due to the use of tolerances
some very thin volume parts could collapse to spikes (dangling faces or edges).
However, it is not possible to have spikes (either linear or areal shaped) as it
is not allowed to have the vector sum of edges unequal to 0.

Theorem 1: Any valid solid S where polygons have inner rings can also
be represented as a simple solid without inner rings in the faces.
Proof: Consider a polygon P that has interior rings in S. During a traversal
of P, every edge of P is traversed just once. Each of these edges is traversed
a second time in the traversal of the rest of the polygons that close the solid.
Replace polygon P (that has interior rings) in S by its equivalent compos-
ite surface consisting of the no-interior-polygons P1, . . . ,Pk as in Lemma 1.
Since every edge in P is traversed only once during a traversal of P1, . . . ,Pk,
the boundary is preserved. All edges that are in P1, . . . ,Pk but not in P are
traversed exactly twice in opposite directions and are cancelled out in the
traversal. Thus preserving the solid-closedness properties. Other properties
are also likewise preserved.

In Figure 6, simple solid has an outer boundary represented by a closed
composite surface and a hole (Hole) represented by an inner composite sur-
face. These two solids share a face. This solid is invalid since it violates the
inner-outer disjointedness rule of a simple solid. However, this solid can be
modeled as a valid simple solid represented by a single outer composite sur-
face without any inner surfaces (solid with dent).

The composite-solid in Figure 7 is composed of Solid 1 and Solid 2. Even
though solids have common (shared) area, Solid 2 is inside Solid 1, which
violates the No-volume-intersection of composite-solids and hence invalid.

The examples in Figures 8-13 give a number of valid and invalid simple
solids. The captions of the figures do explain why. From these figures it be-
comes clear that the validation includes a non-trivial topological analysis of
the inner and outer boundary elements. Let us consider another example.
The geometry in Figure 15 is designated as a composite-solid geometry con-
sisting of simple solids: Solid 1 and Solid 2. Solid 2 has an outer boundary
and an additional surface patch intersecting (overlapping) one of its faces.
This violates the No-surface-patch rule of simple solids and hence is an in-
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Fig. 2.6 Simple Solid: invalid if modeled as outer, inner surfaces. Note that the back
face (i.e. shaded area) of the inner solid boundary is partly shared with the back face
of the outer solid boundary

Fig. 2.7 Invalid composite solid because solid elements cannot be inside the other.
If modeled as a simple solid, the object will be invalid as it has two outer boundaries
(which are disconnected)

valid geometry. The geometry, however, can be modeled as a (heterogeneous)
collection.

2.4.2 Composite Solid in Oracle

In addition to a simple solid, Oracle (and GML too) also allows the specifi-
cation of a ’composite solid’. In Oracle, a composite solid is a combination of
n simple solids. Compared to the simple solid definition in Section 4.1, what
this allows is the overlap of the polygons of different simple-solids but the
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Fig. 2.8 The importance of checking the intersection between faces: all 3 simple
solids have the same node-edge connectivity, but the last (rightmost) one has inter-
secting faces and is therefore invalid

Fig. 2.9 Simple solid with ‘inner’ boundary touching the outer boundary in one line
(fat edges are used 4 times). The left solid is valid, while the right simple solid is
invalid (together the two ‘inner’ boundaries separate the solid into two parts). Note
that both solids do not really have inner boundaries (it is a more complex single outer
boundary causing through holes touching the outer boundary in other places)

Fig. 2.10 Simple solid with inner boundary touching the outer boundary in two lines
(fat edges are used 4 times). The left solid is the only solid with a true inner boundary
(touching the outer boundary in two lines: right outer boundary in the fat line and
the back outer boundary in the fat dashed line). The left is a valid simple solid. The
middle solid is also valid (because inner boundary does not continue through the
whole), while the right simple solid is invalid (as inner boundary does separate the
solid into two parts). Again note that the middle and right solids do not really have
inner boundaries (it is a more complex single outer boundary)
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Fig. 2.11 Invalid simple solids of previous figures becoming valid via adding an
additional handle making it possible to travel from one part to another part of the
object (completely via the interior). Note: where handle touches the face, a part of the
faces is removed (that is an interior ring is added within the exiting face to create the
open connection). So, all faces have always (and everywhere) on one side the object
and on the other side something else (outside, where the normal is pointing to)

Fig. 2.12 Left: simple solid with 6 internal (cube-shaped) boundaries separating
the big cube into two parts (the internal one draw with fat lines is implied by the
6 boundaries of the 6 smaller cube-shaped holes). Therefore the left simple solid is
invalid (note that removing one of the 6 holes, makes it valid again). Right: Invalid
simple solids of previous figures becoming valid via adding an additional handle mak-
ing it possible to travel from one part to another part of the object (completely via
the interior). Right: the two parts are connected via a ’pipe’ making it a valid simple
solid again

boundary is still closed. Note that this does not allow overlapping polygons
in the same simple solid but only across multiple simple solids.

Following theorem shows the equivalence of a ’simple solid’ and a ’compos-
ite solid’. Composite solids are defined for convenience: it is easier to combine
two or more simple solids and make a composite. For the same reason, they
are also included in GML specification too. However, the composite solids in
GML do allow inner rings in polygons whereas the Oracle model does not
but still equivalent (from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2).
Theorem 2: Every valid composite solid can also be represented as a simple
solid.
Proof: Composite solid always has solids attached to each other via partially
or fully shared faces. Having detected these shared faces, one can get rid
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Fig. 2.13 Left: valid simple solid (fat edge still used 4 times), but handle is added
through which it is possible to travel from one part to the other part via the interior
only, Right: invalid simple solid with one edge being used four times (fat line)

of these faces and redefine the solid without these shared areas. Figure 14
illustrates an example.

Fig. 2.14 (a) Composite Solid consisting of two simple solids A and B. Shared
portion of bottom face of A (i.e. shaded area) in both A and B. (b) Equivalent Simple
Solid. Shared portion of bottom face of A should not be included in the boundary.

Validation Rules for Composite Solids

• Component Validity: Each component simple solid of a composite is
valid.

• Shared-face but no-volume intersection: Intersection of two simple
solid components of a composite solid has to be a zero volume (can be
non-zero area).
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• Connectedness: The volume of the composite is contiguous, i.e. we can
go from any point in one component to any other component without
going out of the composite solid.

Since composite solids are equivalent to a simple solid, an alternate way is
simply convert the composite to the equivalent simple solid and then validate
the resulting solid.

Fig. 2.15 Invalid Composite Solid: Cannot have surface patches on a solid

Fig. 2.16 If modeled as a Composite Solid, the object is invalid due to intersection
of solid elements. If modeled as a simple solid, the object is invalid due to ‘overlapping
polygons’ of composite surface

Consider a third example on composite-solids in Figure 16, which is com-
posed of a cube and a triangular prism where a prism goes into the cube
through its top face. This is an invalid geometry because it violates the No-
volume intersection rule of composite-solids.
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2.5 Collections

Following GML [GML03] specifications, collections in Oracle can be either
homogenous or heterogeneous. Let us look at each of these in turn.

2.5.1 Homogenous Collections

A homogenous collection is a collection of elements, where all elements are of
the same type. A homogenous collection can be either a multi-point, multi-
line, multi-surface, or multi-solid corresponding to the element type point,
line, surface and solid. For example, in a multi-solid, all elements have to be
(valid) solids.

Validation Rules for Homogenous Collections:

• All elements of same type and conform to the homogenous collection type
(multi-point, multi-line, multi-surface, multi-solid).

• Each element should be valid.

In addition to the above rules, Oracle also adds a specific rule for determin-
ing disjointedness of elements in a homogeneous collection in validation pro-
cedures (this is a deviation from the GML specification). The reason to add
the disjointedness is to distinguish between composite solids and multi-solids.
If the user does not want this restriction, he can model it as a heterogeneous
collection.

The geometry in Figure 16 is also invalid as a multi-solid because it violates
the disjointedness rule for multi-solids. Note that the disjointedness in multi-
solids not only implies no-volume intersection but also no-area intersection.
The latter is represented by the geometry in Figure 17, which is invalid due
to the disjointedness (no-area intersection) rule of multi-solids.

2.5.2 Heterogeneous Collections

In a heterogeneous collection1, the elements can be a mixture of different
types. For example, a building (simple solid) with the windows/doors (sur-
faces) can be modeled as a heterogeneous collection.

1 In Oracle documentation, a heterogeneous collection is referred to simply as a
‘collection’. All homogeneous collections are referred to by their names (e.g. multi-
line, multi-point, multi-surface, multi-solid).
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Fig. 2.17 Invalid multi-solid because solid elements are non-disjoint (but a valid
composite solid

Validation Rules for Heterogeneous Collections:

• Each element of the collection should be valid.

Figure 18 shows an example of a building modeled as a heterogeneous
collection: The building shape is modeled as a solid whereas the windows
and doors are modeled as surfaces.

Fig. 2.18 Building modeled as a Heterogeneous collection
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2.6 Discussions and future work

In this paper, we presented a data model for storing 3D objects that occur in
the rapidly evolving area of city modeling. We examined different types and
described rules for validating these types of geometries based on OGC/ISO
standards [ISO03, OGC6a, OGC6b, OGC6c]. We then developed and pre-
sented in this paper the more detailed, unambiguous validation rules and
applied them to different examples to determine validity or otherwise. Such
a data model and validation rules can form the backbone of 3D data mod-
els needed for proper interoperability (having exactly the same definition of
the geometric primitive during the exchange of 3D data). Our specific con-
tributions include: simpler representation for solids (by eliminating the need
for inner rings in polygons) thereby simplifying the validation of solids, ex-
plicit rules for validation of each geometry type, and concrete examples for
valid and invalid 3D geometries that bring out the concepts of the valida-
tion model. This model and validation rules have been implemented in the
Oracle 11g database (the implementation details have not been included due
to space restrictions). The rules that are more involved to implement are
the Closedness test and the Reachability/Connectedness tests. Full details
on our implementation of these tests are available in [Oracle07]. Future work
could concentrate on performance evaluation of the 3D data model, valida-
tion and query on large-scale city models. Specific optimizations based on
3D query window sizes [KR01] could be investigated. Besides, the 3D data
modeling using SDO GEOMETRY can be compared with other models such
as Tetrahedron-based models [POK06] in terms of functionality and perfor-
mance. Since the area of 3D modeling in databases is a fledgling topic, we
need to investigate on easy approaches for deriving 3D data by extruding
2D footprints. By first converting arbitrary 2D polygons to a composite sur-
face, via Lemma1, and then extruding them to 3D may be a good approach.
Fast algorithms for doing this conversion may also be investigated (there ex-
ist more efficient algorithms than the recursive construction in Lemma 1).
Another important aspect in 3D modeling is visualization. Popular tools like
Google Sketchup work well with 3D surfaces but do not understand 3D solids.
Other tools such as Landxplorer and Aristoteles visualize all types of 3D GML
geometries. Commercial products from Autodesk work with their own pro-
prietary 3D formats and are planning to publish to GML geometries. The
Xj3D tools that are popular in the gaming community are also interoperat-
ing with the GML forums. Using appropriate functions, the 3D data stored
as SDO GEOMETRY can be converted to GML thereby opening it further
to other interoperable formats. Future work can be devoted to developing
fast rendering of the native 3D geometries.
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Appendix A

Lemma 1: Any polygon P with an outer ring Po and (non-overlapping) in-
terior rings Pi1, . . . ,Pin can always be decomposed into a composite surface S

where each polygon has no inner rings with the following characteristics:

• Every edge/vertex in P is an edge in one of the polygons of S.
• Area(P) = Union of Area(Q) for all Q in S.
• No polygon of S has an inner ring.
• Every edge in S

– either belongs to P and is traversed only once in S

– or is an edge inside the outer ring Po and is traversed twice.

Proof: By induction on the number of inner rings. Let n=1. The polygon P

has one inner ring. On the inner ring find the two extreme (min, max) points
Imin, Imax along a specific axis of the plane of the polygon. Extend the min,
max points along the dimension to meet the outer ring O of the polygon at
Omin, Omax. The polygon P is now P1 and P2: the new edges < Omin, Imin >

and < Omax, Imax > are traversed twice: once in P1 and another time in reverse
direction in P2. All other edges belong to P and are in either P1 or P2. The
new edges do not cross any other edges, as Omin and Imin are the extreme
vertices. Hence P1 and P2 are valid polygons.

Hypothesis: Let the lemma be true for n=m-1.
Consider a polygon P with m inner rings. Again, sort the rings along a

specific axis of the plane and find the ring that has a vertex with the min
value on this axis (i.e. closest to the outer ring). Connect the vertex to either
side of the outer ring along this axis. This ’cutting line’ cuts some inner
rings (at least 1): For each such ring identify the first and the last vertex
along the cutting line for the ring. These vertices are the endpoints for that
inner ring and are connected to other rings that are cut or to the outer ring
boundary. The cutting line cuts the outer ring and some inner rings into
two parts. Without loss of generality, let us assume it cuts these rings into
top, and bottom halves. To identify these halves precisely for each ring r,
first determine the extreme (leftmost and rightmost) points vL(r), vR(r) on
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the ring r that are also on the cutting line. The line string vL(r), vR(r) in
counterclockwise direction determines the top half for ring r. The line string
vR(r) to vL(r) (in counterclockwise direction) determines the bottom half.
Figure 19 shows an example. Ring EJHGF is cut at two extreme points E
(leftmost) and G (rightmost on ring and cutting line). The ring is split into
a linestring EFG (top half) and GHJE (bottom half). The new edges will be
AE, EA, GK, KG, MC, CM.

Fig. 2.19 Example of a cutting line and a Polygon with 1 outer and 2 inner rings.

The linestrings of the top halves along with the new connecting edges
between the rings form one polygon. In Figure 19, AE, EFG, GK, KLM, MC,
CBA becomes the outer ring of the first polygon P1. Likewise, the bottom half
forms along with the new edges in reverse direction form another polygon.
In Figure 19, CM, MNK, KG, GHJE, EA, ADC form the outer ring of the
second polygon P2.

Note that for a specific ring s, the points vL(s) and vR(s) may be the same,
i.e. the cutting line intersects at a point of the ring s. Then only one of the
two halves can include the ring, the other half will just include the point.
Figure 20 shows an example. The inner ring, KNK, on the right touches the
cutting line. The linestring KNK is added to the bottom half and the point
K is added to the top half.

If the cutting line cuts at multiple points in a ring q, then vL(q) will be the
leftmost and vR(q) will be the rightmost. Figure 20 shows an example. Even
though the cutting line cuts the first ring at E, H, and G, the end points will
be E and G. So, the top half will have a linestring EHFG, and the bottom
half will have a line string GJE.

The remaining inner rings that are not cut by the cutting line are split
between P1 and P2 depending on which outer ring (of P1 or P2) that they are
inside. Since there is at least 1 inner ring that is split, P1 and P2 have at most
m-1 rings. The inner rings were non-overlapping in P, so they will still be
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Fig. 2.20 Example of a Polygon with two inner rings: One ring just touches the
cutting line; another inner ring intersects at multiple points

non-overlapping in P1 and P2. Besides the cutting line does not cut the inner
rings of P1 and P2: so they still do not touch the exterior rings of P1 or P2.

The only new edges in P1 or P2 are the ‘new edges’. Each such new edge
is traversed once in one direction in P1. All other edges also existed in P and
are traversed only once (in the same direction as in P).

Since there is at least one inner ring that is split in this process, the poly-
gons that are formed have at most m-1 inner rings. By induction hypothesis,
each of these polygons satisfies Lemma 1 resulting in two composite surfaces
one for top half of the cutting line and another for the lower half. A com-
bination of these two composites, is also a composite surface and obeys the
above properties thus proving the induction.

For example, in Figure 19, the polygon connecting vertices A, D, B, C is
decomposed into a composite surface consisting of two polygons: AEFGKLM-
CBA and CMNKGHJEADC. Note that each of them has at most m-1 inner
rings, and each of the two polygons is a valid polygon, and the resulting sur-
face combining these two polygons is a valid composite and each new edge is
traversed twice and all existing edges are traversed only once, thus proving
the lemma.
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Appendix B

Fig. 2.21 Examples of different types of 3D geometries


